
COMFORT 
CLEAN & 
SIMPLE

ULTRA-PURE®

 
Spray Foam Insulation



In order to install Ultra-Pure® 
products, experienced spray foam 
technicians must complete our 
S.A.F.E. (System Authorized Foam 
Engineer) education program. 
Following S.A.F.E.™ protocols ensures 
Ultra-Pure® spray foam insulation is 
properly installed to facilitate quality 
control, product performance and 
indoor air quality.  

FLEX-TEMP™ 
FORMULATIONS 
Engineered to help simplify 
on-site calibrations with 
the same performance 
year-round, so sprayers can 
spend less time adjusting 
machines and more time 
getting the job done. 

ODOR SCAVENGER™ 
TECHNOLOGY
We start by sourcing raw 
materials naturally low in 
odor-causing VOCs, then add 
Odor Scavenger™ technology 
that targets and captures 
specific molecules, helping to 
minimize off-gassing during 
and after application.1

S.A.F.E.™ EDUCATED 
INSTALLERS3  

SYSTEM AUTHORIZED 
FOAM ENGINEER

S.A.F. E.
™

INSTALLERS



Using Ultra-Pure® spray foam doesn’t mean 
compromising indoor air quality. Ultra-Pure® spray foam 
is designed to minimize odors and VOC emissions before, during 
and after application. Our exclusive formulations and S.A.F.E.™ 
educated contractors enable builders to comply with demanding 
energy codes while helping to minimize off gassing and protect 
indoor air quality.1 Our FlexTemp™ formulas are designed to 
deliver the same performance year-round, so you can expect 
smooth, inspection-ready results on every job. Ultra-Pure® spray 
foam with Odor Scavenger™ Technology is a high performance 
insulation designed to deliver dependable yield in the field and 
contributes to healthier indoor air quality.2

THE CLEAN 
COMFORTABLE CHOICE 
IN SPRAY FOAM

SMOOTH,  
TACK-FREE FINISH 
Rises readily and evenly 
without excess moisture, for 
a fast first pass that won’t 
overheat. It goes in smooth 
with less trimming, and it dries 
with a tack-free finish that 
resists dust and debris for 
clean, inspection-ready results.

SMOOTH, 
CONSISTENT SURFACE 
ADVANCED THERMAL 
PERFORMANCE
CONTRIBUTES TO 
HEALTHIER AIR2

GREENGUARD  
GOLD CERTIFIED
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Ultra-Pure® Spray Foam Insulation

BIO-BASED, LOW  
VOC1 FORMULATIONS 
Ultra-Pure® spray foam is 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified 
and formulated using raw 
ingredients that are naturally  
low in odor-causing VOCs.
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1  When comparing Natural Polymers GREENGUARD Ultra-Pure Certified and Natural Therm 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified Product offerings

2  GREENGUARD Gold Certified https://www.ul.com/services/ul-greenguard-certification
3  Product education is specific to Ultra-Pure product attributes and performance only. Spray foam 

installation training is required prior to use

Natural Polymers products give discerning builders 
and insulation contractors a solution they can 
feel confident about using and recommending 
for applications where spray foam is the right 
choice. Featuring innovative chemistry and a 
low-VOC product, Natural Polymers Ultra-Pure® 
spray foam products align with Owens Corning’s 
rigorous standards for performance, safety and 
environmental impact.

Learn more at owenscorning.com/UltraPure

MORE 
SOLUTIONS 
HIGHER 
STANDARDS

PRECISION
Smooth, consistent 
surface texture

COMFORT
Advanced thermal 
performance

SAFETY
Odor Scavenger™ 
technology contributes 
to healthier air1

SUSTAINABILITY
Supports low impact 
building practices


